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ABSTRACT
Web search is traditionally limited to keyword queries. In the era
of Big Data and the Web of Linked Data, one would expect that
schema-free search over both text and structured key-value pairs
becomes more semantic, Systems should, for example, identify
entities in queries and return crisp answers referring to facts, other
entities and relationships.

Some of these desired advances are happening now; the Google
Knowledge Graph, Microsoft Entity Cube, and IBM’s Watson tech-
nology for question answering are examples. However, all these
systems still have major limitations when dealing with ambiguous
names and phrases that need to be mapped to entities and relations
in the underlying data and knowledge bases.

This talk discusses recent and ongoing research on disambiguat-
ing names and phrases. The presented methods can boost the quality
and extent of semantic search, machine reading, knowledge harvest-
ing, and question answering over Web contents.
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